Transform End-of-Life
into Life-in-the-Cloud

Today’s Digital Workplace Lives in Windows 10

Countdown to Cloud

Organizations hear the clock ticking and have started migrating to the digital workplace of
Microsoft Windows 10. There is great variation in migration needs: small firms may want
to leverage new cloud technologies while large organizations start planning full digital
workplace migrations with minimal end user impact.

On-prem systems nearing
end of support life from
Microsoft include:

Regardless of where your organization is in its current migration, our certified experts
present realistic options dictated by true business needs.

Everything You Need to Become a Digital Workplace

Readying your organization for Windows 10 digital workplace is at the heart of Sierra
Systems, an NTT Data Company’s Canadian expertise. Our Microsoft-award-winning
experts guide your Windows 10 upgrade approach by incorporating your operational
complexities into a design that conforms to - and enhances - end user productivity.
Your teams receive a proper approach for safe transition of operating system, data, and
governance into the modern Digital Workplace, while advancing your system with:
• End-to-end Windows 10 upgrades, with optimized deployment options
• Collaboration enhancement via Teams, Office 365 and Azure toolsets
• Cloud design and architectural strategy
• Exchange mailbox migration
• Lync and Skype for Business Migration to Microsoft Teams
• Tools to launch “digital employees”

Enhancements are Forever

Opening Window 10’s modern workplace is just the beginning. Today’s cloud architecture
is configured for “circular enhancement”, where rolling updates launch continuous
migrations to the latest feature sets. It is in here that the next wave of ‘Digital Employees’
will operate.
Our application management services (AMS) teams offer post-migration paths for upkeep
of security (including data sovereignty), licensing and process optimization. These services
are backed by decades of experience, and the expansive offerings of 200,000 worldwide
resources through our new parent company, NTT DATA Services.
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End-of-Life Schedule
Windows 7

Jan 2020

Exchange

Jan 2020

Office Client

Oct 2020

Skype for Business

Oct 2020

SharePoint

Jul 2021

Updating is not mandatory,
but does immediately
expose systems to threats,
potentially violating
contracts regarding proper
handling of client data.

Accelerating IT
Sierra Systems’ 50+ years of
deep expertise in targeted
industries has built our
reputation of delivering
superior solutions that
strengthen organizations’
performance.
Contact us today to start
your Windows 10-based
digital workplace
transformation:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1.877.688.1371

